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Understanding the transport properties of charged particle beams is not only important from a
fundamental point of view, but also due to its relevance in a variety of applications. A theoretical
model is established in this article, to model the interaction of a tenuous positively charged ion beam
with an ultradense quantum electron-ion plasma, by employing a rigorous relativistic quantum-
hydrodynamic (fluid plasma) electrostatic model proposed in [M. McKerr et al, Phys. Rev. E, 90,
033112 (2014)]. A nonlinear analysis is carried out to elucidate the propagation characteristics and
the existence conditions of large amplitude electrostatic solitary waves propagating in the plasma in
the presence of the beam. Anticipating stationary profile excitations, a pseudo-mechanical energy
balance formalism is adopted to reduce the fluid evolution equation to an ordinary differential
equation. Exact solutions are thus obtained numerically, predicting localized excitations (pulses)
for all of the plasma state variables, in response to an electrostatic potential disturbance. An
ambipolar electric field form is also obtained. Thorough analysis of the reality conditions for all
variables is undertaken, in order to determine the range of allowed values for the solitonic pulse
speed and how it varies as a function of the beam characteristics (beam velocity, density).

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum plasmas are ubiquitous in astrophysical en-
vironments, e.g. in planetary interiors, in white dwarfs,
magnetars and pulsars [1, 2] and are also relevant in ap-
plications, e.g. related with quantum wells [3], plasmon-
ics [4], spintronics [5] and ultra-cold plasmas [6]. Quan-
tum plasma effects are also of relevance in solids, in par-
ticulary metals, for which the conduction electrons can
be viewed as a mobile plasma neutralized by background
ions [7]. Quantum degeneracy effects start playing a sig-
nificant role when the de Broglie length λB , which repre-
sents the spatial extension of the particle’s wavefunction,
is larger than the average inter-particle distance. Thus,
the particle cannot be considered as pointlike any more,
as in classical plasma, and quantum interference of over-
lapping particles wave functions needs to be taken into
account [8]. When the Fermi temperature exceeds the
thermal temperature, the equilibrium distribution func-
tion changes from Maxwell - Boltzmann to a Fermi-Dirac
distribution [9, 10]. Quantum effects are manifested in
dense plasma in various ways, e.g. quantum statistical
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pressure may be dominant (exceeding the thermal pres-
sure), quantum wave diffraction or tunneling (modeled
via a Bohm potential) and adopting a quantum exchange
and correlation potential (due to spin effects) may be nec-
essary in the modeling [11–13].

Ion beams are relevant in various real applications of
plasmas, including heavy ion inertial fusion [14–16], in-
tense laser-produced proton beams for laser-based fast
ignition (inertial confinement fusion, ICF) schemes [17–
20], semiconductor lasers [21–23] and electron cooling of
ion beams [24, 25]. Nonlinear electrostatic (ES) localized
modes (nonlinear waves) occur widely in plasmas [26, 27];
the impact of ion beam injection in a plasma has been
studied theoretically [28] and also numerically, e.g. via
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [29–33].

Relativistic effects become relevant when either the
bulk (fluid) velocity of a plasma fluid component is com-
parable in order of magnitude to the velocity of light, or
when the average kinetic energy of the charged particles
is greater than the electron rest energy (e.g. the Fermi
energy of plasma EFe ≥ mc2) [34]. This may happen un-
der the influence of an ultrastrong electromagnetic field,
e.g. a laser beam [35, 36]. In the framework of inter-
action of intense laser pulses with underdense plasma,
relativistic localized solitary pulses, commonly regarded
as self-trapped localized structures, have been detected
experimentally [37–39] and have also been modeled nu-
merically, via PIC simulations [40, 41]. A wide variety
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of nonlinear mechanisms may affect the formation and
propagation of relativistic solitons, such as finite particle
inertia, relativistic particle mass variation, ponderomo-
tive forces, etc. [42–44].
A comprehensive model was elaborated in Ref. [45],

within the electrostatic approximation, taking into ac-
count (quantum) electron degeneracy in combination
with a relativistic formulation of fluid dynamics. Sub-
sequent work based on that model has revealed the ex-
istence of an acoustic and a Langmuir-like mode(s) [46],
in analogy to the classical version of the problem [47],
whose characteristics take into account relativistic and
quantum effects (becoming important at high densities),
as expected. When a tenuous ion beam penetrates the
plasma [54], a second low frequency acoustic mode arises;
the energy excess due to the beam may then destabilize
both acoustic modes, and a beam-plasma instability oc-
curs [54]. For a tenuous beam, the instability growth rate
is weak and fails to destabilize electrostatic vibrations, as
it operates in a narrow wavenumber window.
In this article, we investigate, from first principles,

the dynamical characteristics of localized modes (solitary
waves) propagating in an ultradense electron-ion plasma
permeated by a secondary ion beam. Building upon the
formalism introduced in Ref. [45],here extended to ac-
commodate the dynamics of the ion beam, a multifluid
relativistic model for electrostatic plasma excitations is
laid out in the next Section and its validity and physical
limitations are discussed. Nonlinear analysis based on a
(Sagdeev type [49, 50]) pseudopotential method is carried
out in Section III, leading to a set of explicit expressions
for the state variables in terms of the electrostatic po-
tential (disturbance). The existence of localized forms
(pulses) is possible in certain regions in parameter space,
which are explored in Section IV. A parametric analy-
sis follows, in Section V, elucidating the dependence of
electrostatic pulse characteristics on the beam properties
and other intrinsic plasma parameters. Our findings are
finally summarized in the concluding Section VI.

II. A MULTIFLUID RELATIVISTIC PLASMA
MODEL

We consider a three-component plasma consisting of
a dominant ion population (mass mi, positive charge
qi = +Zie), a secondary ion species, representing a ten-
uous beam (mass mb, charge qb = +Zbe) and electrons
(mass me, charge −e); e denotes the elementary (abso-
lute) charge, as usual. We consider the spatial varia-
tion of the plasma (including the ion beam) to be in the
longitudinal direction, so the plasma dynamics can be
described by a one-dimensional (1D) geometry for sim-
plicity. Our study relies on a multifluid approach, to
be introduced in the following paragraph. We assume
from the outset that magnetic field generation may be
neglected, within the electrostatic approximation, imply-
ing that the total current is negligible (nearly quiescent

plasma); clearly, a very weak beam current is implied
by this model, as the electrostatic approximation breaks
down for strongly relativistic beam flows. Our descrip-
tion follows closely the electrostatic relativistic model
proposed in Refs.[45, 46],thus extending the analytical
framework proposed therein to take into account the ion
beam.

The dominant (positive) ion population will be treated
as a cold (classical) fluid, for simplicity; a plausible as-
sumption, given their high mass (compared to the elec-
trons). The continuity and momentum equations of mo-
tion for the ion fluid respectively read:

∂(γini)

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(γiniui) = 0, (1)

∂(γiui)

∂t
+ ui

∂(γiui)

∂x
= −eZi

mi

∂φ

∂x
, (2)

where e is the electron charge, Zi is the ion charge state,
mi is the ion mass, ni is the ion fluid density and ui is the
ion fluid speed. One recognizes the electrostatic force qiE
in the right-hand side (RHS) of the momentum equation,
where E = −∂φ/∂x is the electric field deriving from an
electrostatic potential function φ.

The electron fluid equations read [45]:

∂(γene)

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(γeneue) = 0, (3)

√

1 + ξ2
[

∂(γeue)

∂t
+ ue

∂(γene)

∂x

]

=

e

me

∂φ

∂x
− γe

neme

(

∂Pe

∂x
+

ue

c2
∂Pe

∂t

)

, (4)

where me is the rest mass of the electron, ne is the
electron fluid (number) density and ue is the electron
fluid speed. In the latter equation, the parameter ξ =
pFe/mec = hne/(4mec) is related to the (high) elec-
tron density (note that the classical limit is recovered
for h → 0).

In ultrahigh density conditions, electron degeneracy ef-
fects become significant, and in fact far exceed the ther-
mal pressure and, in very high densities, quantum pres-
sure (expressed via a Bohm term [10]) too. The electrons
then obey a Fermi-Dirac distribution, associated with an
appropriate equation of state, which is incorporated in
the model via the effective degeneracy pressure term in
the highly relativistic limit, i.e. the last term in Eq. (4).
Within our model, the quantum relativistic pressure term
derives from the (1D) equation of state [45, 51]:

Pe =
2m2

ec
3

h

[

ξ(1 + ξ2)1/2 − sinh−1 ξ
]

. (5)

One also distinguishes in the RHS of (4) the electrostatic
force term, which relates the momentum equation to the
electrostatic potential φ.
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The equations of motion for the ion beam read:

∂(γbnb)

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(γbnbub) = 0, (6)

∂(γbub)

∂t
+ ub

∂(γbub)

∂x
= −eZb

mb

∂φ

∂x
, (7)

where mb is the beam ion mass, nb is the beam ion fluid
density and ub is the beam ion fluid speed. The rela-

tivistic factor γj = 1/
√

1− u2
j/c

2 (for j = i, e, b) appears

in the fluid-dynamical equations, as a result of Lorentz
transformations and resulting relations among different
state variables between inertial frames.

The system is closed by Poisson’s equation:

∂2φ

∂x2
=

e

ǫ0
(γene − γiZini − γbZbnb) . (8)

In the above relations, c is the speed of light in vacuo, h
is Planck’s constant, ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space
and e is the fundamental unit of electric charge. The
quasineutrality condition, assumed to hold at equilibrium
(only), can be written as follows: ne0−Zini0−Zbγb0nb0 =
0, where ne0, ni0 and nb0 are the unperturbed densities
of the electron, ion and beam ion population(s), respec-
tively.

A. Rescaled (dimensionless) fluid-dynamical model

The fluid model can be cast in a dimensionless form,
by adopting a set of characteristic scales:

t → ωpt, x → ωpx/cs,

nj → nj/nj0, uj → uj/cs,

and φ → eφ/2EFe, (9)

for j = i, e, b, where ωp =
√

Zie2ne0/ǫ0mi is the plasma
frequency (in a beam-free e-i plasma). Note that the po-
tential scale (2EFe/φ) and the characteristic speed scale

cs =
√

2ZiEFe/mi are determined as functions of the
non relativistic electron Fermi energy EFe = p2Fe/2me

(and momentum pFe = hne0/4), which in turn prescribes
the length scale as cs/ωp.

The fluid equations take the form:

∂(γini)

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(γiniui) = 0, (10)

∂(γiui)

∂t
+ ui

∂(γiui)

∂x
= −∂φ

∂x
, (11)

∂(γene)

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(γeneue) = 0, (12)

H

[

∂(γeue)

∂t
+ ue

∂(γene)

∂x

]

=

1

µe

∂φ

∂x
− neγe

Hµe

(

∂ne

∂x
+ αue

∂ne

∂t

)

, (13)

∂(γbnb)

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(γbnbub) = 0, (14)

[

∂(γbub)

∂t
+ ub

∂(γbub)

∂x

]

= − 1

µb

∂φ

∂x
, (15)

∂2φ

∂x2
= γene − βγini − δγbnb (16)

where H =
√

1 + ξ2 represents the enthalpy of the sys-

tem [45], where ξ = hne

4mec
; the relativistic factor is re-

defined as γj = 1/
√

1− αu2
j , where α =

c2s
c2 = µeξ

2
0 .

We have also introduced the ion-to-electron charge ra-
tio β = Zini0

ne0
, the beam-to-electron charge density ra-

tio δ = Zbnb0

ne0
, the electron-to-ion mass ratio µe = me

mi

(≃ 1/1836 ≈ 0.0005 ≪ 1) and the mass ratio µb = mb

mi
.

Note that overall charge neutrality is assumed at equilib-
rium (imposing β = 1− γb0δ).
Small-amplitude (harmonic wave) solutions are

straightforward to obtain upon linearizing the model
equations (10)-(16) above. The linear aspects of the
beam-plasma system dynamics resulting from this
framework have been analyzed in detail in Ref. [54] and
needn’t be repeated here. Actually, two low-frequency
acoustic modes exist, propagating at different phase
speeds (associated with the two ionic components), in
addition to an electron plasma (Langmuir-type) high-
frequency mode [46], whose characteristics reflect the
relativistic invariance of the model and also incorporate
quantum degeneracy effects (that become important
at high densities), just as intuitively anticipated. In
the presence of the ion beam [54], the surplus energy
destabilizes both low-frequency modes [54], though the
associated growth rate is weak for a tenuous beam and
operates in a narrow wavenumber window.
As a representative “textbook” situation, we shall

henceforth consider a hydrogen plasma (Z1 = 1) and a
tenuous beam, i.e. implicitly assuming δ ≪ 1 and µb ∼ 1
throughout.

III. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

Let us consider a localized perturbation, in the form of
a solitary wave propagating with (dimensionless) speed
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M = Usol/cs, where cs here denotes the pseudo-sound
speed, which was defined in the previous Section as cs =
√

2ZiEFe/mi.

We have adopted here an analogy with the so called
“Mach number” in electrostatic soliton theory in classi-
cal plasmas [50], a terminology which in turn reflects an
analogy with real sound (acoustic) waves propagating in
air. We pass from the laboratory frame to the moving
reference frame by assuming that all quantities are func-
tions of a single variable X = x−Mt, viz.

∂

∂t
= −M

∂

∂X
,

∂

∂x
=

∂

∂X
. (17)

Combining with the system of equations (10)-(16), we
obtain the following system of ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODEs):

−M(γini)
′ + (γiniui)

′ = 0,

−M(γene)
′ + (γeneue)

′ = 0,

−M(γbnb)
′ + (γbnbub)

′ = 0, (18)

−M(γini)
′ + ui(γiui)

′ + φ′ = 0,

−H(M − ue)(γeue)
′ +

γene

Hµe
(1− αMue)u

′
e −

1

µe
φ′ = 0,

−M(γbnb)
′ + ub(γbub)

′ +
1

µb
φ′ = 0,

φ′′ = γene − βγini − δγbnb.

Assuming vanishing boundary conditions for all of
the state variables (except the ion beam, which satis-
fies limX→±∞ ub = Vb0), we have manipulated the lat-
ter equations into a set of analytical expressions for the
ion, beam-ion and electron fluid density and speed vari-
ables, as functions of the electrostatic potential. This
was a delicate task, due to the perplex structure of the
above equations (in comparison e.g. with classical mod-
els [49, 50]). The procedure is described in full detail in
the Appendix, for reference, yet unnecessary details are
omitted below.

After some tedious but straightforward algebra, we ob-
tain an ODE in the form:

1

2

(

dφ

dX

)2

+ S(φ) = 0 . (19)

Here, S is a nonlinear function given by

S(φ) = (1−γb0δ)Si(φ)+ δ[Sb1(φ)−Sb0]− [Se1(φ)−Se0] ,
(20)

where

Si(φ) = Muiγi,

Sb1(φ) = µbγb0ubγb

(

M − Vb0

)

,

Se1(φ) =

[

γene

(

φ+
H0

ξ20

)

− 1

2ξ30

(

sinh−1(ξ0ne) + ξ0neH

)]

,

Sb0 = µbγ
2
b0Vb0(M − Vb0),

Se0 =
H0

ξ20
− 1

2ξ30

(

sinh−1(ξ0) + ξ0H0

)

. (21)

It is easy to identify the contributions of the three plasma
components to the latter expression. Note that Sj1(φ =
0) = Sj0 (for j = i, e, b), at equilibrium, while Si1(φ =
0) = 0.
Eq.(19) has the form of a pseudo-energy-conservation

equation, for a particle of unit mass, where the first term
represents a kinetic energy term and S(φ) is a pseudopo-
tential energy function (assuming that the variable X
plays the role of “time” and the potential φ plays the
role of a virtual “position coordinate”, in analogy). This
formalism is reminiscent of the Sagdeev-type methodol-
ogy [49] for localized electrostatic excitations (collision-
less shocks) in plasmas [50]; details can be found in re-
lated literature (see e.g. in Ref. [50] for a thorough dis-
cussion), and are thus omitted here.
The analysis therefore consists in solving Eq.(19) (nu-

merically) for the electrostatic potential φ(X), and then
calculating the remaining plasma variables (as functions
of space), in the moving frame. Examples of the outcome
of this procedure are presented in the parametric analysis
that follows.

IV. EXISTENCE CONDITIONS FOR SOLITARY
WAVES

It is anticipated, from previous applications of the
above methodology in classical plasmas [45, 50], that the
soliton speed M must take values included in an inter-
val (M1,M2), for solutions to exist. The boundaries (M1,
M2) depend on the the particular aspects of the problem;
here, the plasma configuration and the beam character-
istics.
We will determine in the following the Mach num-

ber limitations and will then investigate the effect of the
beam on the parameter regions where electrostatic waves
may occur. Naturally, in every step in the analysis that
follows, the (beam-free) limit δ = 0 recovers the expres-
sions and numerical values found in Ref. [45] for electron-
ion plasma.
The pseudopotential S must satisfy a number of con-

ditions, in order for solutions to exist. First of all, one

may easily check that S(φ = 0) = dS(φ)
dφ |φ=0= 0, re-

flecting the physical fact that both the electric field and
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the charge density are zero at equilibrium. Furthermore,
the curve must have a maximum at the origin, imply-

ing d2S(φ)
d2φ |φ=0< 0, hence the origin is an unstable fixed

point. Finally, we are interested in parameter values for
which S(φ) < 0 – as obvious from (19) – which is realised
in the interval 0 < φ < φ0; here, φ0 say, denotes the first
non-zero root of S, viz. S(φ0) = 0, which represents the
maximum value of φ to be “visited” by the dynamics.
a. Minimum Mach number: the superacoustic condi-

tion. The curvature condition d2S(φ)
dφ2 ≤ 0 (see above)

leads to the inequality:

(1 − γb0δ)
1

M2
1

− H0

1− µeH2
0M

2
1

+
δ

µb

1− αVb0γ
2
b0(M1 − Vb0)

γ3
b0(M1 − Vb0)2

≤ 0 .(22)

The lower boundary for the Mach number, say M1, is
thus obtained by solving the equation S′′(φ = 0;M1) = 0
for M1.

b. Maximum Mach number. A second physical re-
quirement is associated with the reality of the state vari-
ables, i.e. the density variables nj and the fluid speed
variables (for j = e, i, b). First of all, from the analytical
expression for the ion fluid speed – see Eq. (A6) in the
Appendix – we obtain an explicit requirement for ui to
be real, in the form of the inequality:

φ ≤ φmax,i =
1

α

(

1−
√

1− αM2

)

. (23)

In the non-relativistic limit α ≪ 1, this condition reduces

to φ ≤ φmax,i = M2

2 , which is the well known classical
requirement [49].
Following a similar argument, from Eq. (A10) (in the

Appendix) for the beam fluid speed, we find the following
condition to be imposed, for reality:

φ ≤ φmax,b =
µb

α

[

γb0(1−MVb0α)−
√

1−M2α

]

, (24)

In the nonrelativistic limit α ≪ 1, we obtain φmax,b =
µb

2 (M−Vb0)
2, hence for Vb0 = 0, we recover φmax,b =

M2

2 ,
in agreement with the infinite compression limit in the
classical case [49, 50]. We see that a maximum value
must be imposed for the electrostatic potential φ, viz.
φ ≤ min{φmax,i, φmax,b} ≡ φm. In the above considera-
tions, it is understood that M < 1/

√
α > 0, a condition

which indeed holds for all realistic parameter values to
be adopted in the following.
In view of the above reality requirement(s), we shall

impose the condition:

S(φm) ≥ 0 , (25)

where φm was defined above. The upper boundary M2 is
thus obtained by solving the equation S(φ = φm;M2) =
0 (numerically) for M2.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1: (Color online) The Mach numberM is depicted versus
(a) the beam velocity Vb0 (for δ = 0.01) and (b) beam density
δ (taking Vb0 = 0.2). We have considered different values of
the (equilibrium) electron density ne0 (as listed in the inset
label) and µb = 1 (H+ beam).

In order to determine the soliton existence region, and
to elucidate the role of the beam (characteristics), we
have numerically solved the equations (22) and (25) for
the limit valuesM1 andM2, respectively, assuming a pos-
itive hydrogen beam (µb = 1), for various combinations
of values for the beam speed (Vb0), the density (δ) and
the unperturbed electron density ne0.
Fig. 1a shows the variation of M1 with the ion beam

velocity Vb0, for certain (fixed) values of ne0, µb and δ.
We can see that M1 increases with the beam velocity Vb0.
In an analogous manner, Fig. 1 shows that M1 is an

increasing function of the beam density δ (for given values
of ne0, µb and Vb0). In both cases, however,M1 decreases
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2: (Color online) The soliton existence region, i.e. the
interval of the permitted Mach number M values, is depicted
with ne0 in units of 1011 m−1 (a) for different values of Vb0

with δ = 0.01, (b) for different values of Vb0 with δ = 0.2, (c)
for different values of δ with Vb0 = 0.2, and (d) for different
values of δ with Vb0 = 0.5.

upon increasing the density ne0.

The permitted range of values for M ∈ [M1,M2] was
found numerically and is depicted in Fig. 2, against the
electron density ne0 (for given fixed values of Vb0 δ). So-
lutions occur between the lower and upper curves in this
plot. We note that the upper curve decreases faster, for
higher values of the electron density ne0, until it crosses
over. Solutions will not exist beyond this crossover point.

V. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

We have solved the equations (19) and (20) numeri-
cally for various values of the plasma configuration pa-
rameters (ne0, Vb0, δ and M), keeping the value of µb

fixed (to one). The results are shown in Figs. 3-8. We
have studied the effect of the physical plasma parameters
on the shape of the Sagdeev potential, the maximum am-
plitude of electrostatic potential φm, the corresponding
electric field E and plasma state variables ne, ue, ni, ui,
nb and ub; these will be discussed in the following.

A. The effect of the equilibrium electron density

To study the effect of the asymptotic (equilibrium)
electron density ne0, we have plotted the pseudopoten-
tial S(φ), given by Eq. (20), for different values of ne0

in Fig. 3. The corresponding electrostatic potential φ
and the resulting ambipolar electric field E, in addition
to the plasma state variables (namely, the elecron den-
sity ne, electron velocity ue, ion density ni, ion velocity
ui, ion beam density nb and ion beam velocity ub) were
found numerically, and are shown in Fig. 4. We see
in Fig. 3 that the root of S(φ) increases monotonically
with ne0, suggesting stronger potential pulses at larger
densities. Furthermore, the depth of the Sagdeev poten-
tial well increases with ne0. We can see from Fig. 4a
that the amplitude of the electrostatic potential (pulse)
φ increases with ne0, while the width decreases; the pulse
therefore becomes narrower (steeper) for higher ne0. An
analogous variation of all other plasma state variables is
visible in Figs. 4b-4h.

B. Beam velocity effect

We have plotted the Sagdeev pseudopotential S(φ)
against φ in Fig. 5, for different values of the (equi-
librium) beam fluid speed Vb0. Both the root of S (i.e.,
the maximum value of the potential φ excitation) and
the depth of the potential well are seen to decrease with
larger Vb0. The corresponding plasma state variables
were obtained numerically, and are shown in Fig. 6. We
see that the amplitude (width) of all plasma variables
increases (decreases) with larger beam velocity value.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3: (Color online) The pseudopotential S(φ) is depicted
in terms of the electrostatic potential φ for different values
of the unperturbed electron density ne0, in two cases: (a)
Vb0 = 0 and (b) Vb0 = 0.2. We have assumed δ = 0.01, µb =
1,M = 1.2 everywhere.

C. The effect of the equilibrium beam density

Finally, we have varied the value of the ion beam den-
sity δ in order to study its effect on the shape of the
Sagdeev potential in Fig. 7. Furthermore, its effect
(for fixed speed Vb0) on the amplitude and the width
of the associated electrostatic pulse and electric field is
shown in Fig. 8. The conclusions to be drawn from this
analysis are directly analogous to the ones deduced from
varying the beam velocity in the previous paragraph, as
qualitatively expected. Indeed, an increase in either the
beam (fluid) speed or the beam density results in an in-
crease in the beam (and, in fact, overall) current J , which
therefore affects the propagation characteristics of elec-
trostatic solitary waves. We have kept the value of the
beam current very low, in our sets of numerical values
considered, in respect of the electrostatic approximation
(i.e., so as to justify having neglected dynamical magnetic
field generation in our model).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have established a rigorous relativistic model for
electrostatic excitations in ultradense plasma (assuming
quantum degeneracy for the electrons), and we have used
it as a basis to study the influence of a positive ion
beam onto electrostatic solitary waves propagating in the
plasma. Nonlinear analysis has revealed that positive
potential φ (only) pulses may occur, in agreement with
experiments on laser-plasma interactions [52, 53]. The
existence domain (velocity, or Mach number interval) of
solitary waves has been determined, and was shown to
become slightly wider with an increase in beam den-
sity while, reversely, it “shrinks” dramatically with an
increase in beam velocity (for fixed density). Finally, we
have studied the effect of intrinsic plasma parameters on
the structural properties (shape) of solitary waves.
Our nonlinear analysis has focused on large electro-

static excitations, and thus imposed no restriction on
their amplitude, which was left arbitrary throughout the
study. An independent, linear analysis would have led to
small-amplitude harmonic solutions, i.e. Fourier modes
(electrostatic waves), along the lines proposed e.g. in Ref.
[46] (in the absence of a beam). We point out that the
latter study led to a dispersion relation which was char-
acterized by two distinct dispersion branches (for the real
frequency ω as a function of the wavenumber k), namely
an acoustic one and a(n) (Langmuir-like) electron-plasma
branch. In the presence of an ion beam, however, the dis-
persion relation becomes a sixth-order polynomial, whose
analysis reveals the existence of a third (beam-driven)
mode [54]. In addition to this qualitative change, due to
the beam, an imaginary part γ arises in the (now com-
plex) frequency, say ω = ωr + iγ, in a small window of
values of the wavenumber k, hence a linear instability de-
velops [54]. Admittedly, both the beam-ion component
number density and velocity were assumed to be small,
in respect of the electrostatic approximation (i.e. in or-
der for the total current to be negligible, hence magnetic
field generation to be suppressed), hence the growth rate
of this linear instability should be thought of as small, for
practical situations. However, a stronger beam should
lead to a growing mode which might be dominant and
eventually destabilize the electrostatic wave. From a
purely energetic viewpoint, this would represent a loss
term, which should eventually destabilize not only linear
waves, but also localized lumps of energy (solitary waves)
occurring in the system.
Apart from the aforementioned (linear) beam instabil-

ity, one might expect solitary wave propagation to be
affected by nonlinear beam-plasma or kinetic instabili-
ties, such as Buneman type instabilities [55, 56] or even
Landau damping [57, 58], a kinetic effect expectedly over-
looked in the fluid picture adopted herein.

Our results are expected to be important in dense plas-
mas arising from solid target irradiation by ultrahigh-
intensity laser beams and also in extreme astrophysical
environments, where high-density plasma models arerel-
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evant.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EXPRESSIONS
FOR THE STATE VARIABLES IN THE MOVING

FRAME

All of the plasma state variables are assumed
to obey constant boundary values at infinity, i.e.
limX→±∞ ni,e,b = 1, limX→±∞ ui,e = 0, limX→±∞ ub =
Vb0 and limX→±∞ φ = 0. One can integrate the continu-
ity Eqs.(18), (18) and (18) for the ion, electron and the
beam-ion density, to obtain:

ni = M
γi(M−ui)

, (A1)

ne = M
γe(M−ue)

, (A2)

nb = γb0(M−Vb0)
γb(M−ub)

, (A3)

where γb0 = 1/
√

1− αV 2
b0. By integrating the equation

of motion (19) for the ions, we obtain

φ = Mγiui −
γi
α

+
1

α
. (A4)

i.e.

[

M2+α(
1

α
−φ)2

]

u2
i−

2M

α
ui+

[ 1

α2
−(

1

α
−φ)2

]

= 0 . (A5)

The solution for the ion fluid speed reads:

ui =

M
α −

√

M2

α2 −
[

M2 + α( 1
α − φ)2

][

1
α2 − ( 1

α − φ)2
]

M2 + α( 1
α − φ)2

,

(A6)
where we chose to proceed with the solution satisfying
the boundary condition limX→±∞ φ = limX→±∞ ui = 0.
A thorough analysis of the quantity under the square root
reveals that reality of the ion fluid speed (A6) imposes

φ ≤ 1

α

(

1−
√

1− αM2

)

(A7)

.

In an analogous manner, upon integrating the equation
of motion (19) for the beam (fluid), we obtain:

1

µb
φ = M(γbub − γb0Vb0)−

γb
α

+
γb0
α

(A8)

or, rearranging,

[

M2 + α
[

γb0(MVb0 −
1

α
) +

1

µb
φ
]2
]

u2
b −

2M

α
ub +

[

1

α2
−
[

γb0(MVb0 −
1

α
) +

1

µb
φ
)]2

]

= 0. (A9)

The solution

ub =

M
α −

√

M2

α2 −
{

M2 + α

[

γb0(MVb0 − 1
α ) +

1
µb
φ

]2}{

1
α2 −

[

γb0(MVb0 − 1
α ) +

1
µb
φ
)

]2}

M2 + α
[

γb0(MVb0 − 1
α ) +

1
µb
φ
]2 , (A10)

satisfies the boundary condition limX→±∞ φ = 0 and limX→±∞ ub = Vb0. In order for the beam velocity ub
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to be a real quantity, the condition

φ ≤ µb

α

[

γb0(1−MVb0α)−
√

1−M2α

]

(A11)

must hold.
Combining Eqs. (A1) and (A6), we obtain the ion fluid

density ni(φ) and speed ui(φ) in terms of the potential
φ (for a given value of M). The beam-ion fluid proper-
ties are obtained in an analogous manner from (A3) and
(A10).
Integrating the equation of motion of the electrons

(19), we obtain:

µe

α
φ =

[

γe

√

1 +
α

µe
n2
e(1− αMue)−H0

]

(A12)

or, after some tedious algebra,

[

ξ20(1 − αM2)
]

n4
e

+[1− (ξ20φ+H0)
2 − αM2(1− ξ20)]n

2
e + αM2 = 0.

(A13)

The electron density is thus given, in terms of φ, by the
bi-quadratic polynomial equation

ne(φ) =

√

√

√

√

−
[

1− (ξ20φ+H0)2 − αM2(1− ξ20)
]

+

√

[

1− (ξ20φ+H0)2 − αM2(1 − ξ20)
]2 − 4ξ20(1− αM2)αM2

2ξ20(1− αM2)
(A14)

Finally, in order to obtain the electron fluid speed in
terms of φ, we may substitute Eq. (A14) into Eq. (A2).
Combining the above relations for the density variables

into Poisson’s equation (19), we find, for the electrostatic
potential φ, a differential equation in the form:

d2φ

dX2
= f(φ) , (A15)

where the function f in the RHS is given by:

f(φ) = − αM2

1− αM2

+

√

αM2 + µe

2α

{

√

[

1− (ξ20φ+H0)2 − αM2(1− ξ20)
]2 − 4ξ20(1− αM2)αM2 −

[

1− (ξ20φ+H0)2 − αM2(1 − ξ20)
]

}

1− αM2

− (1− γb0δ)
M

M −
M
α
−

√

M2

α2
−
[

M2+α( 1

α
−φ)2

][

1

α2
−( 1

α
−φ)2

]

M2+α( 1

α
−φ)2

− δ
γb0(M − Vb0)

M −
M
α
−

√

√

√

√

√

M2

α2
−

{

M2+α

[

γb0(MVb0−
1

α
)+ 1

µb
φ

]

2
}{

1

α2
−

[

γb0(MVb0−
1

α
)+ 1

µb
φ
)

]

2
}

M2+α
[

γb0(MVb0−
1

α
)+ 1

µb
φ
]

2

, (A16)

Multiplying by the derivative dφ/dX and integrating, we obtain precisely Eq. (19):

1

2

(

dφ

dX

)2

+ S(φ) = 0 . (A17)
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where S is the nonlinear function given by (A17) in the text.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 4: (Color online) The plasma (fluid) state variables are shown in terms of the space variable X, for different values of the
unperturbed (equilibrium) electron density ne0. We have taken M = 1.2, Vb0 = 0.2, δ = 0.01 and µb = 1.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) The pseudopotential function S(φ)
is shown in terms of the electrostatic potential φ, for different
values of the beam velocity Vb0. (b) The maximum pulse
amplitude φm is depicted versus the Mach number M , for
different values of the (equilibrium) beam velocity Vb0. We
have taken ne0 = 1011m−1 (or ξ0 = 0.0603798), µb = 1,
δ = 0.01, M = 1.4 as indicative values.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 6: (Color online) The plasma state variables are shown in terms of the space variable X, for different values of the ion
beam velocity Vb0, taking n0 = 1011m−1 (or ξ0 = 0.0603798), M = 1.4, δ = 0.01, and µb = 1.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 7: (Color online) (a) The pseudopotential S(φ) is shown
in terms of the electrostatic potential φ for different values
of the unperturbed beam density δ. (b) The maximum pulse
amplitude φm is shown versus the Mach number M . We have
taken Vb0 = 0.2, ne0 = 1011m−1 (or ξ0 = 0.0603798), µb = 1
and M = 1.2 as indicative values.
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(a) (b)
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(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 8: (Color online) The plasma state variables are shown in terms of the space variable X, for different values of the beam
density δ, with ne0 = 1011m−1 (or ξ0 = 0.0603798), M = 1.2, Vb0 = 0.2 and µb = 1.


